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The first thought that will strike you when you learn of your impending extended stay in Cambridge
is perhaps how the city is going to turn out. The second thought will probably be regarding your
accommodation during your stay in Cambridge, how centrally located the place will be and its
environment, furnishings and connectivity with places where you may need to go while in
Cambridge. These are manifestations of inborn anxiety and apprehensions that are all very natural.
However, fortunately you are in luck because of several reasons.

Firstly, Cambridge is among the best cities in the US. Boston and Cambridge have a very vibrant
environment due to a large percentage of the population visiting the places from all over the world.
Visitors frequent Cambridge primarily because of its strong academic overtones. Cambridge is well
known globally on account of its fine institutions such as MIT and Harvard besides Cambridge
College, Le Cordon Bleu College of Culinary Arts in Boston and Lesley University among several
others. Secondly, the presence of fully furnished Cambridge apartments will lay all your other
apprehensions to rest.

Cambridge apartments are available for both short and long term rentals. These and Boston
apartments besides those in the surrounding areas are all very well furnished and centrally located.
You can hire a studio apartment or one with a bedroom, two bedrooms or three bedrooms. There
are townhouses available too. Therefore, you can select for your extended stay in Cambridge the
one bedroom apartment in Watermark. The apartment has round the clock security and parking, is
centrally heated and air conditioned. This place is a mere 5 minutes by walk from the Red Line T
Station and ten minutes to MIT.

The 2-bedroom Cambridge apartment on Rindge Avenue similarly is ten minutes by walk to the T
station or several good restaurants, the supermarket and a movie theater. It will take you only five
minutes to reach Harvard by car. On similar lines there is a one bedroom apartment on Faneuil
Street in Brighton, Boston, a one bedroom apartment on Banks Street and one on Broadway, both
in Cambridge at Harvard Square thatâ€™s very central indeed.

When you arrive for your extended stay in Cambridge you will find that all your expectations will
have been met including the standard of furnishings. Finally, you can access all the information
pertaining to your accommodation by using BlackBerry and Android App that will display all
properties and allow you to store and retrieve the information at your convenience.
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Corporate Stay ( http://corporatestay.net/ ) offers Apartments in Boston & Cambridge which provide
you to explore more to these great walking cities. Provides finest quality of a Cambridge
apartments, Boston apartments, a Extended stay Boston in premium locations throughout Boston,
Cambridge and beyond.
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